Three of these pictures have a /z/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

1. The bee goes ‘zzzz’. Can you join up the lines to follow its trail?

2. Can you say /z/?

3. Three of these pictures have a /z/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

zap
buzz
fizz
zigzag

4. Can you practise writing /z/?
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1. What sound does the wind make?
2. Can you say /w/?
3. Three of these pictures have a /w/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.
4. Can you practise writing /w/?
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1. Can you draw the king's crown?

2. Can you say /ng/?

3. Three of these pictures have an /ng/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /ng/?
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1. Can you colour in the van?

2. Can you say /v/?

3. Three of these pictures have a /v/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /v/?
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1. Can you colour in the cook and his book?

2. Can you say /oo/ and /oo/?

3. Three of these pictures have an /oo/ sound in them. Cross out the one that does not.

4. Can you practise writing /oo/?
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